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Mexico energy outlook

Mexico’s cenAce geArs up for busy 
2018

Despite significant achievements over 2017, Mexico’s 
power market operator CENACE faces a challenging 
2018 as it looks to launch new development stages for the 
country’s power market designed to kick start short-term 
liquidity.

While the publication of regulated power tariffs for 
customers of Mexico’s state power utility CFE is hoped to 
boost bilateral trade activity between qualified users and 
qualified suppliers over the first half of 2018, further support 
could be given by the successful completion of the first mid-
term power tender, planned for February this year.

The auctions will offer power market participants 
the opportunity to buy or sell electricity or potencia 
(capacity) through contracts of up to three years, with any 
combination of years contracted.

Power will be transacted on a regional basis, based on the 
eight aggregated load zones identified by Mexico’s energy 
ministry SENER in the mid-term manual published in June. 
Potencia contracts will, meanwhile, continue to be traded 
across Mexico’s three independent power grids.

Energy offers will be made as a percentage related to one 
of three different load blocks for each zone: baseload, 
intermediate and peak load.

Authorities hope that the auctions will help to boost 
transactional liquidity in the market, encouraging 
participation by new buyers and sellers. Unlike previous 
auctions, this one is geared towards attracting sale offers 
from existing power plants with uncontracted capacity 
and buy offers from qualified user market participants 
and qualified suppliers seeking to meet their power and 
capacity coverage obligations.

real-time market and potencia
Another boost to short term liquidity will be the launch of 
the real-time market, which had been planned for January 
this year.

However, sources suggest that the market launch will likely 
be delayed until the second half of this year at the earliest.

The real-time market gives companies the opportunity 
to sell and buy power in 15-minute increments to cover 
changes in demand. Companies currently participating 
in the MEM spot market largely sell power only on the 

day-ahead market, with activity on the real-time market 
reserved for different arms of state power utility CFE.

In a statement published on its website on 31 December 
highlighting its 2017 achievements, CENACE said that 31 
different companies were now transacting energy on a daily 
basis in the wholesale market.

Market participants will also be hoping for more certainty 
when the results of last year’s potencia balancing market 
are announced.

Initial information provided on CENACE’s website implies 
lower potencia prices in 2017 when compared with the 
previous year.

The preliminary price for the mainland SIN power grid 
has been put at Mexican peso (Ps) 449,513, or $23,784, 
according to the estimates of Mexico-focused consultancy 
Essentia Advisors. This is 63% lower than the Ps1.2m 
($63,880) price established for the SIN in 2016, the first full 
year of market operation.

Other sources stress that the price is preliminary and 
remain subject to change. Final prices for 2016 were not 
published until March the following year, and even then, 
the publication of several different numbers caused many 
market participants to question whether methodology 
improvements were required. 

Mexico regionAl gAs price AMong 
iteMs on cre’s 2018 AgendA

The Natural Gas Unit of Mexico’s energy regulator CRE 
plans to begin publishing a regional price for the north of 
the country, announcing gas hub developments, finalising 
the final round of the Pemex contract release program 
(PCC) and publishing new regulations for the secondary 
capacity market in the first quarter of 2018.

The timeline for the unit’s activities was outlined in remarks 
by Ruben Rodriguez Chavez, general director of Economic 
Analysis at the unit, during a 6 December Houston 
workshop sponsored by the Association for Mexican 
Business Owners’ (AEM) Energy Committee.

These activities reflect new responsibilities the unit has in 
its expanded role, and their effects on the market could 
enhance liquidity and further market transparency.

Rodriguez announced that within the next two months, the 
CRE will have a regional price for the north of the country, 
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in addition to its current publication of a monthly gas price 
(IPGN). The choice of the north reflects the higher levels 
of liquidity in that part of the country, levels that allow the 
anonymity of market participants to be maintained when 
data is published.

Updates on gas hub developments are expected at some 
point during the first quarter of 2018. Transmission system 
operator CENAGAS previously announced plans to have 
the first hub functioning before July 2018.

JAnuAry
First on the docket for the CRE in January 2018 

are changes to regulations governing open seasons, the 
secondary natural gas market and simplification of local 
distribution permits, as well as presenting open access 
rules for distribution networks for public review.

The open season simplification proposal includes the 
approval of a general standardised template for the terms 
and conditions that will apply to all natural gas permits.

It also proposes the development of a web platform for 
open seasons, boosting transparency for all participants. 
However, Rodriguez added that pipeline operators such 
as CENAGAS are free to launch their own open seasons 
under current guidelines in advance of CRE publishing 
these terms and conditions.

The proposed changes to the secondary capacity market 
aim to allow users more freedom to transact capacity 
bilaterally under market conditions, without the intervention 
of the operator of that specific pipeline. The operator’s 
interests will remain protected after the proposed changes, 
because income from its tariff remains enshrined in the 
original contract.

Changes to local distribution permits are intended to further 
incentivise competition in the downstream sector.

To this end, public consultation is being done on the 
changes, which include defining the difference between 
transport and distribution systems based on pipeline 
pressure of more or less than 21Kg/cm2, respectively.

They also discard the requirement for distributors to hold 

permits for networks based on an determined geographical 
area, although permits that have already been granted will 
retain their original validity.

To harmonise transportation open access with local 
distribution, the CRE is also working on open access rules 
for distribution. The CRE touted several features of the 
proposed rules, including allowing multiple local systems to 
coexist in order to promote competition, and the removal of 
regulatory burdens that make it easier for pipeline natural 
gas to compete with alternative fuels.

The regulator is planning to send the proposed open 
access rules to COFEMER before the end of January 2018.

februAry
The CRE is also preparing to combine the second 

and third stages of the Pemex Contract Release Program 
(PCC) in one round. This round is expected to be ready no 
later than the second month of 2018 and would allow nearly 
48% of Pemex’s trading portfolio to be released.

By preparing the second and third stages in February, the 
CRE is aiming to align with the launch of the second open 
season for Sistrangas capacity during the first quarter and 
with the opening up of more capacity in import pipelines.

Less paperwork and greater contract information availability 
are expected to characterise the final stages, potentially 
making participation more attractive to market participants 
who have stayed on the sidelines up to this point.

Farther out, Rodriguez said that the natural gas unit also 
plans to publish new natural gas tariff methodologies for 
private pipelines in the final quarter of 2018.

No changes are currently contemplated for the asymmetric 
regulations that govern Pemex’s participation in the gas 
market, and the CRE will continue regulating the former 
monopoly’s first-hand sales and commercialisation 
contracts. It is also responsible for continuing to monitor 
the company for user discrimination and non-competitive 
practices. 

MexicAn gAs iMports froM WAhA 
unlikely to see lArge JuMp through 

2018
Natural gas flows out of the Permian basin into central 
and western Mexico are not expected to see a significant 
jump through 2018, according to the latest information from 
market sources and analysis from ICIS.

New pipelines installed from the Waha gas hub into 
northern Mexico have added 3 billion cubic feet (bcf) per 
day of natural gas export capacity from the Permian region 
through the past two years. Flows south from the Permian 
have stalled at around 200 million cubic feet (mcf) per day, 
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less than 10% of the combined export capacity, since the 
mid-point of the year.

Given ongoing delays in adding new transport and 
downstream demand infrastructure across western regions 
of the country, flows from Waha into Mexico are unlikely 
to surpass a maximum of 800mcf/day through 2018, 
according to ICIS calculations, equivalent to a utilisation 
rate of only 25%.

fermaca corridor
The largest potential jump in demand is expected to come 
when pipelines are completed into the Bajio region of 
central western Mexico.

Market sources say that new pipelines linking Waha to 
Guadalajara, the largest demand centre in the Bajio region, 
are unlikely to be completed until early 2019.

The start up of the Villa de Reyes-Aguascalientes-
Guadalajara pipeline, which will feed the latter city, is 
expected to commence in January 2019.

Flows through the corridor of pipelines under construction 
by Mexican pipeline company Fermaca, which will connect 
Waha to Guadalajara, are therefore expected to jump by a 
maximum of around 250mcf/day through 2018.

These volumes will be mainly required to supply customers 
in the La Laguna region, once the El Encino-La Laguna 
line comes online in January 2018, and the La Laguna-
Aguascalientes pipeline further downstream is completed 
towards the midpoint of the year.

Initial flow upticks should be in the region of 100-150mcf/
day over the course of the first half of 2018, market sources 
said, with the incremental increase of a further 100mcf/day 
before year-end.

Further cross-border export jumps out of Waha through 
2018 will instead be tied to emerging demand in the 
country’s northwestern states of Sinaloa and Sonora.

While flows through the Fermaca corridor pipelines are tied 
to deliveries through the Comanche Trial and Roadrunner 
pipelines, a third pipeline connecting Waha to the border, 
Trans-Pecos, connects into the Ojinaga-El Encino pipeline 
operated by Mexican pipeline company IEnova.

power demand
Flows through the line have so far been minimal; however 
an uptick is expected by the end of the Q1 2018 period, 
once work on the downstream El Encino-Mazatlan pipeline 
has been completed.

Demand for gas through this pipeline is in part tied to the 

commissioning of new combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) 
capacity at Topolobampo.

Commissioning work began on the first 700MW CCGT 
developed in the region in August this year. However, 
ongoing issues in repairing damage to the Guaymas-El Oro 
pipeline and the lack of connections between Ojinaga-El 
Encino and El Encino-Mazatlán, have put this process to a 
halt for the time being.

A second 890MW CCGT planned for the region is not 
due online until January 2019, a date that may be pushed 
back further given ongoing protests at the site by local 
community groups.

Once completed, power demand at the southern end of El 
Encino-Mazatlan could also see flows of around 100mcf/
day.

Gas will be supplied to the 616MW Mazatlan II power 
plant, a facility which had been due for retirement by 
2020. However, the latest Prodesen report published by 
Mexico’s energy ministry SENER shows the plant’s recently 
converted 300MW dual fuel turbine remaining online until 
2023.

A proposed replacement 830MW CCGT, originally intended 
to be online in 2020, has now been pushed back to 2029, 
according to the same report.

The last remaining piece in the Waha supply puzzle are 
gas flows through the Samalayuca-Sasabe pipeline, 
downstream from Comanche Trial.

In its Q3 ‘17 results release, Grupo Carso, the company 
constructing the project reported that it would not enter into 
operations until the first half of 2018, behind schedule from 
the original 2017 start date.

However, market sources suggest that the project could 
face further delays, based on a recent court appeal filed 
and upheld against the project by local communities related 
to rights of way access.

ICIS did not receive a response from requests for comment 
sent to Grupo Carso regarding the development timeline. 
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icis Mexico energy report

the icis Mexico energy report provides news, 
commentary, analysis, data and prices for the 
Mexican power and gas markets. key features of 
the report include:

n   Weekly updates with market alerts between reports.

n   Proprietary and independent power and natural gas prices.

n   Regionally targeted price hubs that support the Mexican 
government’s country plans.

find out more
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